RDA Collections Property Fields

Service capabilities

- pidProviderType
- enforcesAccess
- supportsPagination
- synchronousActions
- rulesBasedGeneration
- providesVersioning
- allowsRecursiveness
  - local/remote
- hasItemStore
  - local/remote
  - for <types>
- supportsSetOperations
  - findMatch
  - intersection
  - union
  - flatten

Collection properties

- ownership
- license
- modelType
- hasAccessRestrictions
-memberOf
- descriptionOntology

Collection capabilities

- isOrdered
  - w/ Random access or append/prepend
- supportsRoles
- membershipIsMutable
- metaDatalsMutable
- maxDepth
  - implies recursiveness
- flag for full recursiveness
- `isHomogenous`
  - `withType`
- `maxLength`

**Item mapping functions**

- role
  - default/canonical item
  - categories
  - multiples roles per item?
  - should roles be just unary relations?
  - or allow binary or 1:N relations?
- index
- `dateAdded`